
Exporting Ari-Quiz Questions
Posted by niki - 2011/01/16 03:41
_____________________________________

Our instructors have typed over 1000 questions into variuos ari-quiz quizzes. We would like to export them and put some
on text to give as preparation guides to students. 

Ari-Quiz has an export feature. 
When I use it, it gives me what appears to be an encoded .xml file. 

How can we ever get these questions out without retyping them all by hand?!

The XML file I got when I did a test export looked like this:
-----------------------
- 
- 
- 
  10 
  0x54657374204578616d 
  52 
  0x323031312d30312d31362030333a32313a3436 
  0 
   
   
  2 
  0 
  0 
  0 
  0 
  0x756e646566696e6564 
  0 
  0 
  0 
  0 
  0 
  0 
  0 
   
  0 
  0 
  0 
  0 
  0x4e756d65726963 
  0x596573 
  0x4e65766572 
   
  
--------------------------------------

What were you thinking users would do with an .xml file like this? You programmed a whole page to export questions and
quizzes... so you must have had a purpose for having Ari-Quiz export .xml file like this? But what did you think users
would do with this .xml file... especially with only numbers (i.e. encoded text??) and so no way to see their own data?

This is very puzzling to me. 

How I can export our quiz questions which we typed into Ari-QUiz in a format that at least shows the questions in a
readable format?

============================================================================

Re:Exporting Ari-Quiz Questions
Posted by admin - 2011/01/16 08:04
_____________________________________

Hello,


ARI Soft Forum - ARI Soft Kunena Forum Component version: NEW VERSION GOES HERE Generated: 29 April, 2024, 12:48



Currently the component use XML format for import / export data from one component instance to another, it doesn't
provide human readable format. This functionality will be improved in a future release, we will add CSV export feature
(currently only CSV import is available) and add XML human-readable format.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Exporting Ari-Quiz Questions
Posted by niki - 2011/02/18 19:32
_____________________________________

I would like to request that exporting be added. Do you have any estimate of how long it would take to program that
feature in? Would it help if we paid for custom work to be done that would cover the programming time needed to add
this feature? I think we would like it very much and so would many of your other customers?

============================================================================

Re:Exporting Ari-Quiz Questions
Posted by admin - 2011/02/21 13:02
_____________________________________

Hello,

We will add this feature to the component after release version 3.0.0.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Exporting Ari-Quiz Questions
Posted by niki - 2014/11/02 02:37
_____________________________________

Any news about this function?

Also what did happened with Import/Exaport Data function? How can i move everything from Ariquiz 2.10.3  to ARI Quiz
v. 3.6.15

============================================================================

Re:Exporting Ari-Quiz Questions
Posted by admin - 2014/11/02 06:04
_____________________________________

If you want to move all data from v. 2.x to 3.x, you copy all "ARI Quiz" DB tables from old database to a new database
and then install the latest version of the extension.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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